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                                                                      TEST 22 

1- He was so tired that he simply ........ the 
first hotel he saw without even asking 
the price. 

A) looked after  B) checked into  

C) thought over  D) took in  
E) held on 

2- Coincidentally, I ......... a former 
colleague of mine when I was abroad on 
holiday thousands of miles away from 
home. 

A) ran into B) handed in 

C) stood out D) broke up 
E) came round 

3- The Spanish Civil War, which took place 
....... the 1930s, was the first major 
conflict ....... Socialism and Fascism. 

A) during/between B) at/among 

C) by/within D) in/across 
E) through/for 

4- So great is the treasure resting .......... the 
bottom of the seas that many companies 
of adventurers search the oceans........ it 
every year, using the most advanced 
technology. 

A) down/in B) out of/with 

C) at/for                             D) through/of 
E) under/on 

5- Children in parts of Europe and the 
United States believe that Santa Clause 
comes every Christmas carrying a bag 
filled ....... presents ....... them. 

A) of/to B) for/about 

C) by/from                         D) to/by 
E) with /for 

6- Russia and Germany fought....... Poland 
for centuries, whereas the Poles just 
wanted to be left ....... themselves. 

A) over/to B) for/at 

C) of/by                             D) about/on 
E) from/with 

7- I have been ....... by so many used car salesmen 
that I no longer trust any of them, no matter 
how honest they seem. 

A) put up  B) set aside  

C) tried on D) taken in 
E) looked up 
 

8- Most travellers find the Chinese cold and 
unfriendly, ....... the people of neighbouring 
Tibet, who are so friendly. 

A) in favour of B) as opposed to 

C) in place of                          D) on the contrary 
E) in the habit of 

9- In some popular tourist spots, reservations 
must be made weeks ........ to make sure that 
you find suitable accommodation, which often 
means asking a travel agent to do it. 

A) at once  B) at the most  

C) in advance D) on average 
E) at times 

10- Suddenly, the man looked straight....... my eyes 
and said, "Don't I know you?" ....... a hoarse 
whisper. 

A) at/to B) within/for 

C) through/of                      D) into/in 
E) around/at 

11- ....... my surprise, it was my former business 
partner, whom I had cheated ........... all his 
money years before. 

A) To/out of B) For/down 

C) Of/from D) With/into 
E) In/through 

12- Seeing that there was no sense ........ hanging 
around, I ran ....... as fast as my legs would 
carry me. 

A) with /about  B) about/over  

C) under/into D) for/with 
E) in/away 
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13- Yesterday was a national holiday, so 
airplanes and helicopters flew ....... the 
city ....... the day. 

A) around/within           B) over/throughout 

C) through/about        D) along/since 
E) within/along 

14- As we crossed ....... the mountains, we 
went ....... a terrible snowstorm. 

A) along/off B) at/around 

C) into/about                     D) over/through 
E) around/by 

15- The film "Sürü" ........ Yılmaz Güney is 
about a blood feud........ two families in 
eastern Turkey. 

A) for/around B) from/at 

C) by/between                   D) with/of 
E) of/among 

16- Johnny's mother told him that ....... ho 
circumstances was he to go ....... the 
woods because it was dangerous. 

A) for/with B) by/for 

C) under/into                     D) with/by 
E) at/towards 

17- Today is beautiful and sunny, ....... 
contrast ....... yesterday, when it was cold 
and rainy. 

A) for/of  B) in/to 

C) from/at D) at/with 
E) by/for 

18- George leaves ....... work ....... 8:30 every 
morning. 

A) for/at B) at/of 

C) from/to                      D) of/on 
E) to/around 

19- When you arc driving, if you don't keep 
....... your own side of the road, you are 
most likely to find yourself ....... trouble. 

A) with/by B) in/at 

C) of/for D) to/in 
E) into/on 
 

20- Obviously, he was driving  ....... the wrong side 
of the road ......... the time of the accident. 

A) of/with  B) to/in 

C) with/to D) at/for 
E) on/at 

21- I'm disappointed because I was ......... you for 
support, but you didn't help me a bit. 

A) living up B) checking up 

C) counting on                         D) taking in 
E) finding out 

22- Children are great observers ........ the world 
......... them, and whatever they see attracts 
their attention. 

A) on/over B) of/around 

C) with/to                               D) in/by 
E) from/with 

23- I'm having problems ....... my homework. Do 
you think you could help me .......it? 

A) of/for B) by/from 

C) at/through D) with/with                          
E) in/within  
                            

24- When Marco Polo returned from China, he 
came back ........ spaghetti ........ other things. 

A) with/among B) by/through 

C) from/around                 D) to/without 
E) for/along 

25- Graphology, the determination of character 
.......... a person's handwriting is based ......... 
the theory that handwriting is an expression of 
personality. 

A) from/to  B) at/with  

C) with/for D) through/on 
E) for/at  

26- When Hank and Gloria came .......... to visit, 
they brought their dog .........them. 

A) over/in  B) round/with  

C) out/among                          D) about/for  
E) in/from 
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27- Could you please wait a moment while I 
.......... your call ....... to the managing 
director? 

A) get/back B) join/in 

C) do/over                         D) turn/down 
E) put/through 

28- The French painter Gaugin had been a 
respectable banker, but suddenly he 
became dissatisfied ....... this life and 
gave it........ . 

A) to/over B) about/in 

C) on/off                           D) by /out 
E) with/up 

29- Although it was likely to mean living 
...........poverty, he decided to continue his 
life ........ an artist. 

A) by/for  B) as/in  

C) with/to  D) from/with 
E) of/by 

30- After moving to Tahiti, he lived the rest 
of his life only........ the sake ....... his art. 

A) for/of B) with/to 

C) by/for                           D) about/with 
E) through/by 

31- Since the film had no subtitles, I had to 
watch it ....... understanding what it 
was....... . 

A) for/with B) by/from 

C) about/for                       D) into/of 
E) without/about 
 
 

32- Choice in holidays has increased 
immensely in recent years; ........ you can 
now go camel trekking in Rajasthan if 
you want. 

A) at random B) in debt 

C) by no means D) for instance 
E) in search of 
 
 
 

33- ....... the Crusades, the European Christians 
were hated and feared ....... the Middle East. 

A) From/between B) By/within 

C) After/throughout                 D) For/about 
E) Since/by 

 

34- Aren't you ......... watching football every day? 
Why can't we watch a film for a change? 

A) looked down on B) fed up with 

C) taken over                           D) counted upon 
E) made up for 

35- The Maya were an ancient civilization ....... 
Central America which collapsed.......the 
Spanish Conquest. 

A) from/to  B) of/with  

C) for/at D) to/as 
E) at/after 

36- My roommate is very messy. She 
never...........after herself, which drives me 
crazy.      

A) goes away  B) does over  

C) stands out D) takes in 
E) picks up 

37- In order to make a complaint, I wanted to see 
the person who was ........ charge........ customer 
relations. 

A) in/of  B) for/at  

C) on/from D) of/to 
E) with/on 

38- I'm grateful......... my friends as I don't think I 
could have succeeded..............being 
encouraged by them so strongly. 

A) about/in  B) of/for 

C) from/by D) to/without 
E) for/along 

39- The Reformation movement in Germany 
caused a long dispute....... Protestants and 
Catholics, which led ....... the Thirty Years' 
War. 

A) among/with  B) without/at  

C) throughout/for  D) between/to  
E) along/in 
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40- .......... this war millions of people were 
slaughtered ....... the name of God.  

A) For/at  B) Since/to 

C) During/in  D) While/for 
E) Through/on 

41- The skeletons of birds are very light ....... 
relation ....... their size. 

A) at/of  B) in/to  

C) for/with D) by/about 
E) of/in 

42- Cleopatra, the legendary Queen of 
Egypt, formed an alliance ....... Mark 
Antony ....... Julius Caesar. 

A) of/without  B) about/to  

C) with/against D) into/out of 
E) to/from 

43- The Galapagos Islands are known ......... 
their unique forms ....... plant and animal 
life. 

A) by/to  B) about/in  

C) for/of D) as/about 
E) of/with 

44- ....... judo, you let your opponent do all 
the work, using his strength to bring ....... 
his own defeat. 

A) Of/into  B) With/around  

C) By/along D) For/in 
E) In/about 

45- We walked ....... the border, happy to 
leave Russia ....... us. 

A) through/among B) in/in front of 

C) along/about                  D) across/behind 
E) towards/into 

46- Jerome is very excited because he has 
just been informed that his publishers 
are ....... his first book next month. 

A) seeing off B) bringing out 

C) looking into                 D) coming across 
E) putting away 
 

47- Don't talk ......... Jim if you don't want to get 
hurt as he doesn't seem to be ......... a good 
mood today. 

A) to/in B) as/for 

C) with/with                            D) for/to 
E) from/about 
 

48- I may have made a few mistakes in my report, 
so if you see any, could you please ....... them 
....... to me? 

A) cross/over B) take/off 

C) point/out                            D) search/for 
E) try/on 

49- Although the Elm was said to have been ....... 
the novel, they seemed to change it almost out 
of recognition. 

A) done over B) put off                                                                

C) looked up D) taken after 
E) based on  

50- If the lid of a jar is stuck, try opening it ........ 
putting it ........ hot water upside down. 

A) for/to B) with/with 

C) in/under                              D) at/from 
E) by/In 

51- Though he seemed quite interested in my plan, 
he told me he would have to ....... it....... for a 
few days before he gave me his decision. 

A) pick/up B) think/over 

C) call/off D) join/in 
E) put/on 

52- In spite of the promises of the salesmen, all of 
the used cars I have ever bought have ....... 
after about a month. 

A) pulled up B) turned up 

C) passed away                      D) broken down 
E) knocked out 
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53- ........ reaching our destination for the night, we 
hurried to put........ our tents while it was still 
light. 

A) From/off B) Since/on 

C) At/down D) For/out 
E) Upon/up 

54- So many houses have been ....... recently that 
people have begun to install security devices. 

A) broken into B) laid down 

C) flooded in                           D) shown off 
E) put out 

55- A friend of mine has just been offered a job 
sailing a yacht ....... England .......the West 
Indies. 

A) at/from B) to/of 

C) from/to                               D) through/for 
E) in/with 

56- He is a qualified yacht captain, but he is a bit 
nervous ....... sailing ....... the Atlantic for the 
first time. 

A) about/across B) by/along 

C) from/at                                 D) for/onto 
E) with/through 
 
 
 
 

57- His real name is David Bartholomew 
Beauregard McFarlan, but everyone just calls 
him "Beau"...... . 

A) in compensation         B) on average        

C) at least D) for short 
E) at once  

58- I was stopped by a man ....... bloodshot eyes 
who asked me ....... money. 

A) of/from B) with/for 

C) in/about                            D) for/out of 
E) about/by 

59- We were just ....... leaving the house when an 
old friend phoned to say that he was coming to 
visit us. 

A) in accordance with B) in touch with 

C) in charge of D) on behalf of 
E) on the point of 

60- She gave up teaching because she was unable 
to keep her students ....... . 

A) out of place B) on average 

C) in pain                D) under control 
E) for short 
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